Consensus among multiple approaches as a reliability measure for flexible fitting into cryo-EM data.
Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) can provide low-resolution density maps of large macromolecular assemblies. As the number of structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank by fitting a high-resolution structure into a low-resolution cryo-EM map is increasing, there is a need to revise the protocols and improve the measures for fitting. A recent study suggested using a combination of multiple automated flexible fitting approaches to improve the interpretation of cryo-EM data. The current work further explores the use of multiple approaches by validating this "consensus" fitting approach and deriving a local reliability measure. Here four different flexible fitting approaches are applied for fitting an initial structure into a simulated density map of known target structure from a dataset of proteins. It is found that the models produced from different approaches often have a consensus in conformation and are also near to the target structure, whereas cases not showing consensus are away from the target. A high correlation is also observed between the RMSF profiles calculated with respect to the average and the target structures, which indicates that the relation between consensus and accuracy can also be extended to a per-residue level. Therefore, the RMSF among the fitted models is proposed as a local reliability measure, which can be used to assess the reliability of the fit at specific regions. Hence, we encourage the community to use consensus flexible fitting with different methods to report on local reliability of the resulting models and improve the interpretation of cryo-EM data.